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Angela Belford  00:01
And I am going to share my screen here. And want to welcome you guys to this. This call
for the Federal Housing Authority. And today we're going to be discussing the potential of
our moving to Work program on the phone with me listening to suggestions, as well as
Victoria Dempsey, who is our Director of vouchers and program services.

 00:33

Hi.

Angela Belford  00:36
So a lot of people ask me, what is the moving to Work program and it's short, a shortened
form is empty W. So after this slide, I will the rest of the time the saying mt W. And t w is a
demonstration program that allows PHA that's public housing authorities to design and
test innovative locally designed initiatives. And tW phhs are granted accent exemptions
from certain public housing and Housing Choice Voucher rules. So it makes it easier to
implement the programs that we have. The one of the most frequently asked questions
that I get is that, will there be a work requirement for people that are elderly or disabled?
Ever? And the answer is no. And I felt like if I didn't answer that, at the beginning,
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sometimes people might have a hard time hearing the information because they're afraid
of that that piece of information. So hold on one quick second in case somebody joins
late, I'm going to make Victoria a

 01:51

co host.

Angela Belford  01:54
Okay, there we go. So back in 1996, is when the Appropriations Act authorize the first 30
housing authorities to participate in Mt. W. The There are currently 39. Since 1996, they
have authorized additional Mt. W agencies and there are currently 39 mt w agencies that
are representing small and large p p essays PHA sorry, in rural and urban communities.
Currently, the empty w agencies are as of 2017 received 17% of the overall funding. And
mt W's represent about 14% of the public housing and voucher stock. Some of that is
because some of those agencies are quite large. In 2016, basically 10 years after the
program was started, Congress decided that we needed to do more empty w agencies
and so they authorized 100 additional phhs. And the PHA that are added will be required
to participate in a research component. And so that means that once a year, our agency
will participate with researchers to identify the things that we're doing differently and
whether or not those are. Well, things that are working well. One of the things when you
set out to try different things and you want to not use all of the compliance that had
issues for us is that that means that there's a potential that we may try programs that just
don't work. And I think that's important for us to know is that this every single thing that
we try with this if we're testing local policies, and some of them may not actually work
very well, we hope that they will be careful in what we select, but in testing, you must be
willing to make some mistakes for the expansion of Mt. dw back in May of 2019. Okay, a
lot, a lot of bleach on the floor. And in 2000, May of 2019. Yeah, Victoria, can you also
mute people as they as we need to be? Thanks. Um, FHA applied to be a moving to work
agency in May of 2019. And then in August of 2020, a year and four months later, we
actually were notified that we had been selected and us and a number of other agencies
across the country. And as long as we fill out the application correctly, and we turn it in by
December 4, then we will become a an empty who agency. This the the goals the
statutory objectives, which statutory objectives are just a really long words to say what
Congress intended to accomplish with M Tw is they wanted three specific things. All of the
the programs that we try with mt w need to fall under one of these three options. One is
that they reduce costs and achieve greater cost effectiveness in federal expenditures.
Number two, they increase self sufficiency. So I'm going to give incentives to families to
find employment and become self sufficient. And then Housing Choice we want to
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increase housing choices for low income families. Empty w funding. PHA that have empty
w are permitted to use their public housing operating and capital funds and their Housing
Choice Voucher funds interchangeably. However, we must assist substantially the same
total number of families, as what have been served had the funding amounts not been
combined. So for instance, our programs we have about 600 vouchers and approximately
200 out of 196 public housing units. And so we need to serve approximately the same
number of families with anything that we propose some examples of others that have
used the empty w flexibility to receive to do the cost savings, they you can use empty w
funds to leverage other funds, like for instance. Sometimes when you want to borrow
money from a bank, you need to put a downpayment or you need to be able to use some
assets to offset that liability. And so we can use funds from our different programs to be
able to leverage those funds or to increase their effectiveness. Other cost savings would
be streamlining our HUD processes, simplification of rent calculations. In the area of self
sufficiency, we have the option to link rental assistance with supportive services. We've
begun to do this over the last year with the addition of social work team, we could have
earned income exclusions, and we could have self sufficiency or employment
requirements. So some moving to work agencies require that those that are non elderly
and non disabled, work a minimum of 1520 or 25 hours a week. And then to increase
Housing Choice, your empty w flexibility could be used to develop mixed income or tax
credit properties and other affordable housing. You could develop sponsor based voucher
program to assist homeless and other at risk groups. Or you could encourage moves to
opportunity areas, which we've actually just done with our voucher program. In that we
are increasing access to the zip code seven to seven and for some of the benefits of Mt. W
for the Housing Authority is we have the ability to create policies that address our local
needs. We have the authority to waive statutory and regulatory bound barriers, we get to
rethink how our Housing Choice Voucher and our Public Housing Administration works.
Like for instance, right now there's an 800 page document that tells us how to run our
Housing Choice Voucher or section eight voucher. And there's another 800 page
document that is slightly different to run our public housing program. We think if we
combine those it might help not only our staff, but also residence. Other benefits include
becoming an industry leader, and having a greater ability to partner leverage and create
local non traditional housing programs. The expansion vision is that HUD as a as a
national organization wants to learn from the things that we try locally. In order to
improve the delivery of federally assisted housing. We also want to promote self
sufficiency for low income families across the nation. And the goal and the guiding
principle for moving to work is to simplify, learn and apply. I wanted to go over a few
potential and Tw client programs that we've seen across the nation that may be of
interest to you guys here locally, and kind of wanted to get this started by being able to
give you some examples of things that might be helpful and see what your thoughts are
on us potentially using those So first would be a self sufficiency program. And one an
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example of how that self sufficiency program could work is that, let's say that you live in
public housing or in our voucher program, and you go to work. And if you increase your
income, sometimes people then have to pay more rent, always have to pay more rent.
And so it could be a part of the program that as a portion of that higher rent, could be
banked as a down payment on a house. So that's one element of a self sufficiency
program. Another potential idea is for the recertification. So every year you guys have to
fill out all these all the forms and turn in your income. And for those people that are on a
fixed income, you know, we know that your income is changing that dramatically. And we
could move that recertification so that it is conducted every other year. One potential
idea is to have a job training program that would assist our residents to earn more money.
We could provide childcare assistance to allow residents to be able to work or perhaps
just childcare assistance for a short time until they can get a voucher childcare voucher
from the state of Arkansas. And then another potential thing that we could do is to
simplify medical deductions. And so you know, right now, if you have a lot of medical
deductions, then you bringing in all of those receipts once a year, and so we may have
sort of a blanket, we could do a couple of different things where we say, okay, either your
medical deductions are under 2500. So you get this much and deduction off of your
income. Or we could cap those so that there's just a limit to how many medical deductions
that you could take. So that that way, it just kind of streamlines things and simplifies it. So
those are some examples of how other programs have conducted their moving to work
agency so that it benefits our residents. So at this point, I want to make sure everybody's
unmuted

 12:20

to

Angela Belford  12:23
Victoria, can you unmute Jen, or we just have to ask her to unmute. There we go. Okay, so,
Aunt Mehta and Jen, thanks for joining us today. And what questions do you have for the
moving to Work program?

 12:50

Well, I, frankly, I am 75 I am not really in the work field. Although I am unable to do I'm,
you know, I don't need a wheelchair or anything like a lot of people who work do but I'm
really not at this point looking for a job. But I was telling Angela something. And she said
that other people might find this bit of information interesting. The sad no public library,
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which does have computers is closed until the end of November. And the University of
Arkansas library is offering guest passes. If you would like to use one of their computers,
their library is not nearly as crowded as when you know we're doing regular session when
there's no medical problem going on. So I would just was going to offer that information.

Angela Belford  14:03
Tonight it would you would it be helpful to you if there was some program through the
housing authority that allowed you to have internet access at your home?

 14:14

I've been through that. This apartment is not set up for the internet. It's not set up for
computers. Yeah, the the telephone company would have to be involved in maybe putting
in a new jacket or stuff that's just impossible. So I am confined to using a laptop computer
elsewhere. And that's why with the Federal Public Library closed, I have been using the
University of Arkansas computers as a guest a little bit.

Angela Belford  14:54
Okay, if I know of a way for you to get internet besides that, would you want to hear about
it

 15:02

I want to tell you something in all frankness, when I get on a computer I, it's just a matter
of time, and maybe not very much time until I need help. I have to ask for help. That is like,
I have a life, I have a librarian to help me, somebody who couldn't help me because I I do.
I do meet difficulties.

 15:33

I do not. I do not have a computer. And I don't anticipate getting a computer because of
these brick walls that I seem to hit where I need somebody to get me out of trouble.

Angela Belford  15:47
That sounds great. Jen, do you have any questions? Or she might have gotten distracted
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into another. Was there anything else? I know that you have friends in the community, and
I know of other folks that are participating in different programs. Was there anything in
there that seemed interesting to someone that that you might know that's younger, for
instance, even the recertification And sure, I assume you're on a fixed income? So would
you be would it be helpful to you to only have to fill out that paperwork every other year
instead of every year?

 16:30

Well, uh, oh, to me, the paperwork is not that big of a deal. But, you know, I could do it
every other year, I guess. But actually, this this is kind of an every other year, we're going
through now because this beginning of the summer, I received a letter saying that I would
not have my, my regular inspection paperwork. You know, until until next fall, I think it was
the first of September. And so that's the two year deal right there. And I am, and I'm
thinking well, that that's interesting. I think I can wait that long.

Angela Belford  17:16
You still got the paperwork in the mail, though, right? You just got the you just have to
have some of

 17:22

the information. All I have is the letter that said, My next inspection. And that always
involves a certain amount of paperwork. And all I know is that said my next inspection
would be scheduled the beginning of September of 2021. That's all I got. Yeah.

 17:43

We got your rigs,

 17:44

Ma'am. Ma'am, ma'am. Yes. Are you there? There's one other thing. My rip has been
adjusted a couple of times, like in the last six months, I have saved those letters too.
Because my read has gone. Well, the last change was from 166 a month to 93 a month.
And I have no idea when the next change will be but i when i get a letter, I have to make
an adjustment.
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Angela Belford  18:21
Okay, well, it looks like that. Jen had to pop off the call. So um, and tonight, we really
appreciate you joining us today and listening in and we're really excited when people get
our letters and they are able to navigate a zoom call on their phone. So great job.

 18:41

Well, i when i when i saw that i could phone it. And you know, I was real happy because
the minute I looked at it, I thought Oh, am I gonna have to have internet for this and thank
goodness, I didn't have to have it.

Angela Belford  18:57
Be assessable if we could. So

 19:00

this is very interesting. And I want to thank you for letting me sit in there.

Angela Belford  19:07
Already. Thank you, Miss entomologia you have a great time.

 19:09

I really thought at this point I fully plan to tune in May
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